CATalyzing Student Success
How to Center Digital Literacy, Access to Technology, & Interdisciplinary Communities of Practice in Innovative Library Spaces
Catalyst

substance which speeds a chemical reaction but itself remains unchanged, 1900, formed in English (on analogy of analyst) from catalysis
Vestibulum
In digital literacy's
Access to technology
Interdisciplinary communities of practice
Catalyst Studios
Digital Literacy
Access to technology
• Certifications for use of the technology in the space
  ○ Laser cutter
  ○ 3D printer
  ○ Vinyl Cutter
  ○ Sewing
  ○ CNC machines
• Drop-in hours
  ○ R Programming
  ○ GIS
  ○ 3D Modeling
  ○ Adobe
  ○ Data Visualization
  ○ Unity
  ○ Wikipedia
• Workshops
• Digital Scholarship Data Science Fellowship
• Student clubs
• Faculty fellowships
DE-STRESS WITH US

JOIN US AND PARTICIPATE IN OUR VIRTUAL WORKSHOPS

• Womxn/Trans/Femme Crafty Hour
• Knit Night
• Creating Videos with Premiere Rush

#CATalystCreativeSolutions
https://new.library.arizona.edu/catalyst
Jennifer Nichols
@jennytnichols
jtn@arizona.edu
@uazlibraries
#UAZCATalystStudios